Abstract. It is proved that the braid group representation constructed in terms of the quantum group can be covered by that obtained from the proposal of weight conservation by the extended Kauffman diagram technique. The non-standard braid group representations associated with SU(2) are obtained by adding the terms of weight conservation to the standard universal R-matrix. ( 1 )
At present the theories of braid group representation ( B G R ) draw much attention in mathematical physics [ l ] because of their key roles for the solvable models and low dimensional field theories through the Yang-Baxter equation ( Y B E ) .
The standard BGRS or the R-matrices have been constructed in terms of the quantum groups (QGS) as q-analogues of the universal enveloping algebras (QUEAS) of Lie algebras in mathematics [2-41. Recently, the Kauffman diagram technique ( KDT) [5] associated with SU(2) has been extended to the cases of arbitrary classical Lie algebra. The BGRS obtained by this extended KDT not only covered the standard BGRS, but also included some new BGRS that are called non-standard BGRS [6-lo] .
The key point for the above-mentioned extended approach is the proposal of weight conservation which is a generalisation of charge conservation ( 1 )
Then R can be written as a block diagonal structure R =block diag ( A , , A2, . . . , A k ) and the extended KDT can be used to determine each block A,. In the following we prove that the above weight conservation structure (2) is satisfied by the BGRS constructed from QG. From a QG U ( L ) , generated by h a , , E a , and E -a , that satisfy 
According to Rosso's discussion about the analogue of the PBW theorem and its generalisation [ 1 3 ] , e, and e a take the forms e, = . . . E:; . . . E:; . . . where Iw,, W b ) = Iw,)@Iwb). It is immediately obvious from the above discussion that the quantum group construction (4) indeed satisfies the weight conservation and the BGRS directly obtained from the proposal of weight conservation include the nonstandard BGRS as well as covering the standard ones. An example of su(2) can be used to illustrate the above general analysis. In this case the universal R-matrix is
= q ( h O h )~ q3/21(1-I)
where the generators h and E , of U(su (2) The discussion about non-standard BGRS associated with arbitrary classical Lie algebra based on this letter will be published elsewhere in which the explicit construction of representation for QC through the q-deformed boson realisation [ 14,161 has been applied.
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